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Abstract: We construct a special plurisubharmonic defining function
for a smoothly bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain so that the
determinant of the complex Hessian vanishes to high order on the
boundary. This construction, coupled with regularity of solutions of
complex Monge-Ampe´re equation and the reflection principle, enables
us to give a new proof of the Fefferman mapping theorem.
1 Introduction
In classical analysis, an important theorem of Painleve´ [Pai] and Kellogg
[Kel] states that any conformal mapping between two smoothly bounded
domains in the complex plane C can be extended to be a diffeomorphism on
the closures of the domains. This theorem was generalized by C. Fefferman
[Fef] in 1974 to strictly pseudoconvex domains in Cn. Fefferman’s original
proof of this theorem is very technical, relying as it does on deep work on
the boundary asymptotics of the Bergman kernel and on the regularity of
∂-Neumann operator that is due to J. J. Kohn [Ko]. Bell/Ligocka [BeL], and
later Bell [Be], gave a simpler proof which deals with more general domains,
including pseudoconvex domains of finite type, by using regularity of the
Bergman projection and the ∂-Neumann operator as studied by Kohn [Ko],
Catlin [Ca], Boas/Straube [BS], and others.
From the results in [NWY], [Web], [Lem], [PH] and [For], we know that
the proof of the Fefferman mapping theorem can be reduced to proving
that det(ϕ′(z)) extends continuously across the boundary if ϕ : Ω1 → Ω2
is a biholomorphic mapping and the Ωj , j = 1, 2, are smoothly bounded
1Author partially supported by NSF Grant DMS–9531967. Work at MSRI supported
by NSF Grant DMS–9022140.
2Author partially supported by NSF Grant DMS–9500758.
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strictly pseudoconvex domains in Cn; such an argument uses the reflection
principle as developed by Nirenberg/Webster/Yang [NWY], Webster [Web],
Pinchuk/Hasanov [PH], Coupet [Cou], and more recently F. Forstneric [For].
We know from [Ker] that Painleve´ and Kellogg’s theorem can be proved
by using the regularity of the Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian in a
smoothly bounded planar domain, where the property of the Laplacian be-
ing conformally invariant plays an important role in the proof. The natural
generalization of the Laplacian in one complex variable to several complex
variables, with these considerations in mind, is the complex Monge-Ampe`re
equation. In [Ker], Kerzman observed that the proof of the Fefferman map-
ping theorem would follow from the C∞ global regularity of the Dirichlet
problem of a degenerate complex Monge-Ampe`re equation. However, coun-
terexamples in Bedford/Fornæss [BF] as well as in Gamelin/Sibony [GS] show
that, in general, the degenerate Dirichlet problem for the complex Monge-
Ampe`re equation does not have C2 boundary regularity. Thus Kerzman’s
idea does not work in the sense of its original formulation.
The main purpose of the present paper is to give a new method for using
the complex Monge-Ampe`re equation to study the boundary regularity of
biholomorphic mappings of strongly pseudoconvex domains; thus, in effect,
we validate the program initiated by Kerzman/Kohn/Nirenberg [Ker]. We
achieve this goal by proving our Theorem 2.2 and then combining our result
with a result of Caffarelli/Kohn/Nirenberg/Spruck [CKNS] on the Dirich-
let problem for the complex Monge-Ampe`re equation. Specifically, we shall
prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.1 Let Ωj , j = 1, 2 be two bounded strictly pseudoconvex
domains in Cn with C∞ boundary. Let ϕ : Ω1 → Ω2 be a proper holomorphic
mapping. Then for any ǫ > 0 we have
(i) ϕ can be extended as a Lip1(Ω1) mapping;
(ii) det(ϕ′) ∈ Lip1/2(Ω1);
(iii) There is a C2 defining function ρ for Ω2 so that, for any k = 1, . . . , n,
we have
∑n
j=1
[
∂ρ
∂wj
◦ ϕ
]
· ∂ϕj
∂zk
∈ Lip1(Ω1).
As a corollary of (ii) and of a theorem in [PH] and [Web], we obtain a
new proof of the Fefferman mapping theorem.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, our main theorem (The-
orem 2.2) is stated and proved. Theorem 1.1 is proved in the second part of
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Section 2 by combining Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.1 (a result in [CKNS]).
We shall then include an explanation (in Section 3) of how to combine theo-
rems in [PH] and [Web] together with Theorem 1.1 to obtain a new proof of
the Fefferman mapping theorem.
The authors would like to thank Xiaojun Huang and Peter Li for helpful
conversations.
2 An Application of the Complex Monge-
Ampe`re Equation
Let us recall a theorem of Caffarelli, Kohn, Nirenberg and Spruck [CKNS].
THEOREM 2.1 Let Ω be a bounded, strictly pseudoconvex domain in Cn
with C3 boundary ∂Ω. Let f be a non-negative function on Ω such that
f(z)1/n ∈ C1,1(Ω). Let H(u) denote the complex Hessian matrix of the
function u. Then there is a unique plurisubharmonic function v ∈ C1,1(Ω)
satisfying
detH(v)(z) = f(z) for z ∈ Ω;
v = 0 for z ∈ ∂Ω. (2.1)
Note: The theorem stated in [CKNS] is for ∂Ω being C3,1 but, we may
approximate ∂Ω by a sequence of bounded strictly pseudoconvex domains
with C4 boundaries, and do a careful count of which derivatives are actually
used in their proof, to obtain the result stated here.
As we mentioned in the introduction, the following theorem plays an
essential role in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
THEOREM 2.2 Let Ω be a bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain in Cn
with C∞ boundary ∂Ω. For any 0 < ǫ << 1 and any positive integer q there
is a plurisubharmonic defining function ρq ∈ C
∞(Ω) for Ω so that
(2.3) detH(ρq)(z) ≤ Cdist(z, ∂Ω)
q , z ∈ Ω.
Proof. Let δ(z) denote the (signed) distance function from z to ∂Ω. Since
Ω is a bounded domain in Cn with C∞ boundary ∂Ω, then δ(z) ∈ C∞(Ω)
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(after modification of the distance function on a compact set in the interior).
By a rotation we see that, for any fixed point z0 ∈ Ω near the boundary, we
may assume that the zn direction is the direction (
∂δ(z)
∂z1
, · · · , ∂δ
∂zn
) at the point
z0. Let
H(δ)n−1(z) =
[
∂2δ
∂zℓ∂zq
(z)
]
1≤ℓ,q≤n−1
Since Ω is strictly pseudoconvex, there is an ǫ > 0 so that
−H(δ)n−1(z
0) ≥ ǫIn−1
for all z ∈ Ω with δ(z) ≤ ǫ. We may assume that H(δ)n−1 is diagonal at z
0.
Note that
H(−δ)(z) =
[
−H(δ)n−1(z) 0
0 − ∂
2δ
∂zn∂zn
]
If it happens that
∑
ij
∂δ
∂zi
∂δ
∂zj
∂2δ
∂zi∂zj
= 0, then ρq = −δ(z) + δ(z)
2+q is the
desired defining function. [In fact it is these terms that distinguish the study
of the real Hessian from the more subtle study of the complex Hessian. In
particular, we know that ∂
2δ
∂x2n
equals 0, but the term ∂2δ∂zn∂zn may not be
zero. Therefore estimate (2.3) is easy to check for the determinant of the real
Hessian of δ; matters are much trickier for the complex Hessian.]
Now we let
ρ(z) = −δ(z)
and
r[m](z) = ρ(z) +
m∑
k=2
ak(z)δ(z)
k z ∈ Ω.
We will prove inductively that
det(H(r[m])(z)) = bm−1(z) · ρ
m−1,
where bm−1 is some smooth function. In particular, det(H(r
[m])) vanishes to
order m− 1 at the boundary.
Now
∂ijr
[m](z) = ∂ijρ(z) +
m∑
k=2
[∂ijak ρ(z)
2 + k(k − 1)ak∂iρ∂jρ)]ρ
k−2
+
m∑
k=2
k[∂iak∂jρ+ ∂iρ∂jak + akρij ]ρ
k−1
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Let H(r[m])n−1(z) = [
∂2r[m]
∂zi∂zj
](n−1)×(n−1), and let B(z)
∗ = [rn1¯, · · · , rnn−1] be a
row-vector. Then
H(r[m])(z) =
[
H(r[m])n−1(z) B(z)
B(z)∗ r
[m]
nn (z)
]
Then
det(H(r[m])(z)) = det(H(r[m])n−1(z))[r
[m]
nn − –B
∗H(r[m])n−1(z)˝
−1B(z)]
We know that
H(r[m])n−1(z) ≥ ǫIn−1
for all z ∈ Ωǫ, where ǫ is a positive number depending only on Ω and
‖aj‖C2(Ω). First, we let
(dρ)(z) =
∑
i,j
ρiρjρij ;
then we define
a2(z) = −
(dρ)(z)
2((dρ)(z) + |∂ρ|4)
.
Thus we have
rnn(z) = ρnn +
m∑
k=2
[∂nnakρ
k + k(k − 1)ak|∂ρ|
2ρk−2]
+
m∑
k=2
k[∂nak∂nρ+ ∂nρ∂nak + akρnn]ρ
k−1
=
m∑
k=2
[∂nnakρ
k + k(k + 1)ak+1|∂ρ|
2ρk−1]
+
m∑
k=2
k[∂nak∂nρ+ ∂nρ∂nak + akρnn]ρ
k−1
= O(ρ)
Therefore
det(H(r[2])(z)) = b1(z)ρ(z)
Assume that we have constructed r[m] = ρ(z) +
∑m
k=2 akρ(z)
k such that
det(H(r[m])(z)) = bm−1(z)ρ
m−1, z ∈ Ω.
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We consider
r[m+1] = r[m] + am+1ρ(z)
m+1.
Since
H(r[m+1])(z)
= H(r[m]) + ρ(z)m+1H(am+1)(z) + (m+ 1)am+1ρ(z)
mH(ρ)
+(m+ 1)mam+1ρ
m−1∂ρ(z) ⊗ ∂ρ
+(m+ 1)ρ(z)m[∂ρ⊗ ∂am+1 + ∂am+1 ⊗ ∂ρ],
it is easy to see that
det(H(r[m+1])(z)) = bm(z)ρ(z)
m) + det[H(r[m]) + (m+ 1)mam+1ρ
m−1)].
By a rotation, we may let zn be the complex normal direction of ∂Ωδ(z) at z.
Thus
det(H(r[m])(z) + (m+ 1)mρ(z)m−1∂ρ(z) ⊗ ∂ρ)
= det M,
where
M =
[
H(r[m])n−1(z) B(m)(z)
B(m)(z)∗ r
[m]
nn (z) + (m+ 1)mρ
m−1ρnρn
]
.
But this
= det(H(r[m])n−1(z)[r
[m]
nn +B(m)
∗H(r[m])n−1(z)
−1B(m)(z)
+(m+ 1)mρm−1ρnρn]
= det(H(r[m])(z)) + det(H(r[m])n−1(z))(m+ 1)mρnρnρ(z)
m−1
= bm−1(z)ρ(z)
m−1 + det(H(r[m])n−1(z))(m+ 1)mρnρnρ(z)
m−1.
We therefore choose am+1 such that
bm−1(z) + (m+ 1)m det(H(r
[m])n−1(z))ρnρn(z) = 0
From this it will follow that
det(H(r[m+1])(z)) = bm(z)ρ(z)
m.
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By our construction, we know that H(r[m])n−1(z) is positive definite with
least positive eigenvalue ǫm for all z ∈ Ω \ Ωǫm . Thus if cm is large enough
so that |∇δ|2cm ≥ 2|bm(z)| then, by choosing ǫm small enough, we will easily
see that the function
(2.4) ρm(z) ≡ r
[m+1](z) + cmδ(z)
m+2
is positive definite in Ω \ Ωǫm and (2.3) holds on Ω \ Ωǫm . Here Ωt = –z ∈
Ω : δ(z) < t˝. Then we use arguments in [CKNS] and [Li1] to extend ρm to
be defined on Ω and strictly pseudoconvex on Ω. The proof of the theorem
is complete.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.
Let ρ4n be the plurisubharmonic defining function for Ω2, with m = 4n,
that we constructed in Theorem 2.2. We let
r(z) = ρ4n(ϕ(z)), z ∈ Ω1.
Then we have
detH(r)(z) = det(H(ρ4n)(ϕ(z)))| detϕ
′(z)|2 = f(z), z ∈ Ω1
Since ∂Ω2 ∈ C
∞ then f(z)1/n ∈ C2(Ω) and f ≥ 0. Theorem 2.1 implies that
r ∈ C1,1(Ω1). So
‖r‖C1,1(Ω1) ≤ C.
It is obvious that exp(ρ4n) is strictly plurisubharmonic in Ω2 and that
there is a constant ǫ > 0 so that
H(exp(ρ4n)(w) ≥ ǫIn, for all w ∈ Ω2.
Thus
∂2 exp(r(z))
∂zℓ∂zℓ
=
n∑
p,ℓ=1
∂2 exp(ρ4n)
∂wp∂wℓ
(ϕ(z))
∂ϕp
∂zℓ
∂ϕℓ
∂zℓ
(z)
≥ ǫ
n∑
p=1
∣∣∣∂ϕp
∂zℓ
(z)
∣∣∣2.
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This shows that
‖ϕ‖2
Lip(Ω1)
≤ Cλ−10 ‖ exp(v)‖C1,1(Ω1).
Thus we have det(ϕ′(z)) ∈ L∞(Ω1).
If we apply ∂
2
∂zℓ∂zm
to r(z) and use the above result, then we have
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
m=1
∂ρ4n
∂wp
(ϕ(z))
∂2ϕp
∂zℓ∂zm
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C.
Let z0 ∈ Ω1 be sufficiently near to ∂Ω1. Without loss of generality, by
applying a rotation, we may assume that z01 , · · · , z
0
n−1 are complex tangential
at z0 and also that at the point ϕ(z0) the directions w1, · · · , wn−1 are complex
tangential. Thus
∂
∂zp
log(det(ϕ′(z0)))(z)
=
n∑
ℓ,m=1
ϕℓm
∂2ϕm
∂zℓ∂zp
(z)
=
∑
ℓ<n
ϕℓm
∂2ϕm
∂zℓ∂zp
(z) +
∑
m<n
ϕnm
∂2ϕm
∂zn∂zp
(z) + ϕnn
∂2ϕn
∂zn∂zp
(z),
where (ϕℓm) is the inverse matrix of ϕ′(z). Since ϕ ∈ Lip1(Ω1), we have∣∣∣∣∣ ∂
2ϕm
∂zℓ∂zp
(z0)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cδ1(z)−1/2
for all 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n− 1 and 1 ≤ p ≤ n. By (3.8), we have∣∣∣∣∣ ∂
2ϕn
∂zn∂zp
(z0)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C.
Now we consider the terms with 1 ≤ m ≤ n − 1. Since (0, · · · , 0, ϕn)
is normal at ϕ(z0) and z1, · · · , zn−1 are complex tangential at z0 to ∂Ω1, we
have ∣∣∣∂ϕn
∂zℓ
(z0)
∣∣∣ ≤ Cδ2(ϕ(z0))1/2 ≤ Cδ1(z0)1/2.
Since det(ϕ′(z)) is bounded and
| det(ϕ(z))ϕℓm(z)| ≤ C,
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we see that
| det(ϕ′(z)ϕnm(z0)
∂2ϕm
∂zn∂zn
(z0)|
≤ Cδ1(z0)
−1
∣∣∣∣∣det(∂ϕp∂zℓ )1≤ℓ≤n−1,p 6=m)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ Cδ1(z)
−1/2.
Combining all the estimates, we have proved that
|∇ det(ϕ′(z))| = | det(ϕ′(z))∇ det(ϕ′(z) log det(ϕ′(z))| ≤ Cδ(z)−1/2,
for all z ∈ Ω1. Hence det(ϕ
′(z)) ∈ Lip1/2(Ω1). The proof of Theorem 1.1 is
complete.
3 Reduction of the Mapping Problem
In this section, we shall state several theorems (from F. Forstneric [For] and
Webster [Web]) which show how to connect the mapping problem with the
reflection principle.
Let Σ ⊂ Cn be a maximal totally real submanifold. The “edge-of-the-
wedge” domain Σ is locally defined as follows: Near p ∈ Σ we find n smooth
real-valued functions r1, · · · , rn so that
Σ = –z : r1(z) = · · · = rn(z) = 0˝
and so that the complex gradients
∂rm =
n∑
p=1
∂rm
∂zp
dzp
are C-linearly independent on Σ. If U is a neighborhood of p in Cn, and if
Γ ⊂ Rn is an open convex cone with vertex zero, then we define the wedge
with edge Σ to be
W =W (U,Γ) = –z ∈ U : r(z) ∈ Γ˝.
Here we have used the notation r(z) = (r1(z), . . . , rn(z)). Then the following
theorem is due to Pinchuk/Hasanov [PH] and Coupet [Cou]. Note that, in
the statement of the theorem, the phrase “g is asymptotically holomorphic
at Σ” has the standard meaning that ∂g vanishes to infinite order at Σ.
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THEOREM 3.1 Let W = W (U,Γ) be a wedge with a smooth maximal
totally real edge Σ ⊂ Cn, let Σ′ ⊂ Cn
′
be another smooth totally real sub-
manifold, and let F : W ∪Σ→ Cn
′
be a continuous mapping that is smooth
on W , asymptotically holomorphic at Σ, and such that F (Σ) ⊂ Σ′. Then
the restriction of F to Σ ∩ U is smooth.
In order to connect this last theorem to the mapping problem, we need to
introduce an important theorem due to Webster [Web]. First we need some
notation.
Let M and M ′ be local strictly convex smooth hypersurfaces containing
the origin in Cn (n > 1). Let D be a domain in Cn, with boundary pass-
ing through the origin, that is smoothly bounded and pseudoconvex along
M ⊆ ∂Ω, and let D′ be a similar such domain bounded in part by M ′. We
assume that we have a biholomorphic mapping f : D → D′ that extends to
a diffeomorphism on D∪M near the origin and such that this extended map
sends M to M ′. Since the problem is a local one, we may shrink our sets
toward the origin, and we shall freely do so in the sequel.
Let a ∈ Cn \ –0˝ and let
[a] = –z ∈ Cn :
n∑
m=1
zmam = 0˝ ∈ CP
n−1.
If f is a holomorphic mapping, then we let
F (z, [a]) = (f(z), [af ′(z)−1])
where f ′(z) is the Jacobian matrix of f at z and af ′(z)−1 is the matrix
product of a row vector a with the matrix [f ′(z)−1].
Recall that HzM ⊂ TzM is the maximal complex subspace of the (2n−
1)-dimensional real tangent space TzM . We associate to M the smooth
submanifold M˜ of X = Cn × CP n−1 defined by
M˜ = –(z,HzM) ∈ X : z ∈ M˝,
and
M˜ ′ = –(z,HzM
′) ∈ X : z ∈M ′˝.
The following theorem is due to Webster [Web].
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THEOREM 3.2 If M ⊂ Cn is a strictly pseudoconvex hypersurface, then
the associated manifold M˜ ⊂ Cn ×CP n−1 is totally real (whence maximally
real).
If f and det(f ′(z)) are continuous up to D ∪M , then for each z ∈ M
the derivative f ′(z) maps HzM isomorphically onto Hf(z)M
′. Hence the
associated mapping F extends continuously from the domain D˜ to D˜ ∪ M˜
and maps M˜ to M˜ ′. Its restriction to M˜ is given by
f˜(z,HzM) = (f(z), Hf(z)M
′)
When M = ∂Ω1 and ∂Ω2 are strictly pseudoconvex and smooth then,
by Theorem 1.1, we have that f(z) and det(f ′(z)) are continuous on Ω1.
Combining this result with Theorem 3.2 and then with and 3.1, we obtain a
new proof of the following theorem of C. Fefferman:
THEOREM 3.3 (C. Fefferman) Let Ω1, Ω2 be strongly pseudoconvex
domains in Cn with C∞ boundaries. Assume that Φ : Ω1 → Ω2 is a biholo-
morphic (proper) mapping. Then Φ extends to a univalent, C∞ diffeomor-
phism of Ω1 to Ω2.
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